University of Arkansas Libraries

Present: Amy, Arthur, Boddie, Jennifer Rae, Joshua, Kalli, Lora, Mary, Molly

1.) Boddie’s Homework

Boddie reviewed the Distance Learning pages. He reported that he found no broken links or out of date information on the default/main landing page.

On the “about” page, though, the content needs to be reworked to be more concise, clear, and uniform. Arthur has already corrected “15 mile radius” to “15-mile radius.” Jennifer Rae and Arthur will touch base with Tess about new language, especially dealing with eligibility.

And maybe the FAQs need to revised?

The ILLiad tutorials (http://libinfo.uark.edu/ill/) page will be revised and made easier to navigate by linking to the youtube videos directly (should we have a pdf icon next to the youtube link for transcripts?).

Arthur has already corrected out of date contact info Boddie spotted on the Circulation homepage.

2.) Mary’s Homework

Mary reviewed the ILL pages. Arthur has already fixed Tess’s name to standardize the list on ILL home page and changed the ILLiad link on the /ill/disted.asp to go to the ILL home page (to be uniform with elsewhere on the site), per Mary’s suggestions.

Arthur fixed the typo Mary spotted on the ILL policies page.

Mary pointed out that the homepage is rather long, but it, too, will benefit from a smaller section devoted to ILLiad tutorials once that section is revised for youtube links. Everyone agreed that the tutorials should be numbered somehow.

We’ll wait to hear back from Tess about shortening and/or setting-apart the link title “for libraries wishing to borrow items from the University of Arkansas, Fayetteville” on the lending page.

3.) Next Meeting

Lora and Joshua will present their homework at the next meeting. Jennifer Rae will double-check the calendar for possible conflicts (interviews, etc) and send a meeting reminder.

KV 4/19/13 Thanks for the animal crackers, Boddie!!